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What Goes Around
by Philip Selway
Familial (2010)

Tab by: Chris Zotovich (Czotie@gmail.com)
======================================
These are just the chords, you can get the finger picking
by looking at these chords. I f anyone has any changes to make to it
just contact me via email.
Have fun!

Chords Funky:
D/F#... 200230
A7?.... 002020
Em..... 022030

G                          A7     C                          G
I ve been going round in circles, I ve been trying to work you out
G                    A7     C                          G
Look at you so complicated   Playing games and planting doubts
G                  A7     C                          G
Cut me up in conversation Roll your eyes and cross your arms
G                       A7                        C                 G
There you go your always missing the things that are best left in the past
G                    Dsus2
Do you sleep well at night?
G                   C
Do you cry in the night?
G                   DSus2
Do you sleep well at night?
C
Or do you Do you lye awake and fret all night?

G  D/F# Em
G  D/F# Em

G                          A7     C                          G
Save your best face for the weekend, save your smile and your conscience too
G                          A7     C                          G
Does anybody know whats happened in here? well in time they ll see through you
G                          A7     C                          G
SO i ve been going round in circles ive been trying to work you out
G                          A7     C                          G
Look at you so complicated, playing games and planting doubts
G                    Dsus2



Do you sleep well at night?^
G                   C
Do you cry in the night?
G                   DSus2
Do you sleep well at night?^
C
Or do you Do you lye awake and fret all night?

G  D/F# Em
G  D/F# Em
            G            D/F#           Em
What goes around, comes around, comes around,
            G            D/F#           Em
What goes around, comes around, comes around,
            G            D/F#           Em
What goes around, comes around, comes around,
           G    D/F#      Em
Oh sleep tight, Oh sleep tight
            G            D/F#           Em
What goes around, comes around, comes around,
            G            D/F#           Em
What goes around, comes around, comes around,
            G            D/F#           Em
What goes around, comes around, comes around,
          G     D/F#       Em
Oh sleep tight, oh sleep tight
          G
Oh sleep tight


